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Chapter 1
Yellowstone

1850

The region called Yellowstone had long been a hunting ground for Indian
nations and during a sunlit day in 1850 a large force of Crows faced a
smaller group of Shoshone. Although not always adversaries, the two sides
faced each other today as enemies. The Shoshone leader, Gray Bull,
knowing the outcome of this action was his responsibility, nudged his pony
forward, moving out far ahead of the others, to meet the enemy.

Seeing only one man approaching, the Crow force stopped advancing.
From the line of riders, only one kept moving forward. He was the leader,
called Hawk. Nudging his pony into a full charge, he fired his gun,
dropping his opponent’s horse and sending the Shoshone tumbling against
the ground in a cloud of dust. Springing back to his feet he grabbed the rifle
and swung it as a club, dislodging Hawk from his horse. The two men
circled each other while dust settled. With only knives remaining to them,
there followed a series of thrust and avoidance maneuvers until Gray Bull
surprised his enemy with a kick to the chest. Both adversaries circled again
then Hawk sprang forward, got knocked down but dodged the next knife
thrust. Circling again, neither man had been seriously injured. They
grappled, displaying matching strength and determination. Following a long
struggle, the combatants separated. Each assessed the situation. Hawk
raised his right hand. The other man did the same. They walked to their
horses and returned to those who waited. The Crows rode away, gradually
moving out of view.

Approaching Gray Bull, his friend, a tall, well-muscled man called
Hunter, said, “You have shown us again why you are our leader.”

“We were all ready for battle,” Gray Bull replied. “I just started early.”
He looked to be an average person only to those who did not know him.
Such people were not aware of this leader’s outstanding quality, calmness.
As stone of the mountains of which he seemed to be part, he remained calm
in crisis, enabling his intelligence to design successful outcomes for his
people.



“More often we find as many enemies in this place as there are buffalo
or elk,” observed Hunter.

“Our homes now are in the mountains,” noted Gray Bull. “We have had
a successful hunt and our families will have a good supply of food. We
provide well for them and so do the mountains. While you and the others
take this large supply of food back to our village, I would want to stay
behind for a while to enjoy the company of this special region.”

“We will greet you at our village,” stated Hunter, before he turned his
pony and started riding back to rejoin the others.

Gray Bull followed a route he always enjoyed taking. His horse seemed
to know the way and needed little nudging to keep moving higher until they
reached a plateau, providing many places to observe lower country where
hot springs boiled and water shot skyward.

After leaving his horse in a meadow with good grass and water, Gray
Bull returned to his favorite resting place where he could reacquaint himself
with the spirit of this splendid wild region.

This place is here even when I am not, he realized after sitting down on
a balanced rock. His weight moved the stone chair perfectly into place so he
could rest his back against an upright slab. As much as I enjoy the company
of people, I also appreciate the presence of natural surroundings. All
aspects of land, water and sky give me an opportunity to rest that is greater
than sleep. Here I am reminded of life beyond my own and in comparison
my challenges are small. Thereby, I should not let little things take my life
or worry it. Silence has told me more than noise of conversation. Messages
are everywhere. A soaring eagle has just changed its flight to investigate a
person who approaches. The coyote stood still and watched yet showed no
fear. Also a fox only stopped briefly before resuming its journey. I must
remain motionless as a part of these rocks until I know if a friend or enemy
approaches. Maybe there will be more than one.

My visitor is Jeremiah Stone, observed Gray Bull. Fortunately I
recognized him before he started taking precautionary maneuvers, having
become aware of my presence. He can read these mountains much the way I
can.

Gray Bull had sheep steaks and trout roasting on spits before Jeremiah
approached the camp. After looking after his horse, he walked toward the
fire.



“Welcome,” said Gray Bull as Jeremiah sat down on the same side of
the fire where both men could watch the region.

“Always good to meet a friend along the trail,” said Jeremiah, who
blended well with any rugged landscape. His fur cap covered much of his
long grayish-black hair that came down to meet a beard of the same color.
Dark blue eyes were particularly noticeable among facial features where the
nose was curved as an eagle’s beak.

“What brings you out to this part of the mountains?” inquired Gray
Bull.

“Same as brings you,” he answered. “Peace and quiet that stays with us
long after we’ve been here—never really leaves. We can look back within
ourselves to find this memory with its peace. People wonder why we are
quiet so often. At such times, we are usually back here or visiting other
places. Each one brings peace and silence in a different way, having a
similar impact.”

Noting the fire and spit, he added, “I see you have food cooking. I hope
my enemies can’t see me, or read signs of my approach, with your skill.”

“I managed to identify you before you became extra careful,” explained
Gray Bull.

“The wilderness sees us first and relates our identity to those who can
read sign,” observed Jeremiah.

“Food is cooked,” announced Gray Bull. “Sheep and trout.”
“Kind of you,” noted Jeremiah. “I have coffee I’ll prepare.”
Both men moved about camp, making each effort produce results in the

habit of not wasting time or strength. They were friends of the environment
and moved about with respect, not taking more than was needed.

“Select your food,” offered Gray Bull.
“And you your coffee,” replied Jeremiah.
They enjoyed the food and drink quietly, while each gazed at the region

to appreciate this companion and to watch for enemies. Following the meal,
the watching continued while Jeremiah said, “We both recognized each
other from Jim Bridger’s trading post. I work there occasionally.”

“Yes,” said Gray Bull. “I have traded with you. I got this musket and
pistol from you. Guns we get from Bridger’s post have helped the Shoshone
to fight our enemies. Comanches get guns from other American traders.
Blackfoot are supplied by the Hudson’s Bay Company across what is called
the Medicine Line in Canada.”



“Sometimes I, along with other trappers, leave the post and go out to
trap beaver,” noted Jeremiah. “I’m now with three other trappers. We have a
central camp to the north. I came here because I want to look around at the
country and enjoy this area with shooting water and hot springs. There are
many trout in the streams. The river called both Elk and Yellow Stone flows
to the north. Upstream, there are cliffs of yellow rock so some called the
river Yellow Stone. Crow usually call it Elk.”

“We support Jim Bridger and traders such as you because you supply
the Shoshone with things we need in addition to guns,” explained Gray
Bull. “Jim has strength because he is a friend of the land. A person as that
we accept.”

“He’s had trouble with the Mormons,” noted Jeremiah. “He welcomed
them because he wants to trade. Their leader, Brigham Young, sees things
differently. He sees Jim and his trading post as a competitor and intruder in
the Mormon empire. Jim was here first. When Brigham Young and other
Mormons arrived, Jim gave advice about what could be done and grown on
this land. The two men just didn’t like each other. They were both leaders
and set in their ways—as two bull buffalo, elk or rams butting their heads
together.”

“Strangers are approaching,” cautioned Gray Bull. “Birds and animals
of the mountain know them but something is wrong. The mountain is too
silent. I’ll move quickly and see who is approaching.”

Gray Bull left camp while Jeremiah put out the fire, keeping any smoke
from escaping. Returning, Gray Bull reported, “Cheyenne—eight of them.
They have two captive Shoshone women along with horses that have been
taken. Bundles of food are tied to the ponies. The captive women have their
feet tied together under the horses’ bellies. I notice, as I, you have a gun and
a pistol. That should stop four Cheyenne. The remaining four we can take
down. We should prepare.”

The Cheyenne advanced—four in front of the two captives and four
behind. At a signal, two shots blasted from behind rocks and brush beside
the trail. Two enemies fell from ponies that scattered along with ponies
prodded away by the women.

Shots came again and two more riders toppled before their horses
bolted. Four remaining Cheyenne charged. Running horses sent shots astray
before riders sprang at the enemies. Gray Bull clubbed one Cheyenne with
his rifle as Jeremiah swung at another. The gun’s barrel only grazed the



attacker who slammed into Jeremiah sending both men tumbling down a
slope. Each man recovered quickly before advancing with knives ready. As
the Cheyenne’s knife sliced air above Jeremiah’s head, he shot his blade
forward into the man’s midsection.

Withdrawing his weapon, he scrambled back to help Gray Bull who
faced two enemies. The closest one sprang at Jeremiah who slashed his
knife across the man’s throat. Jeremiah surged forward to assist Gray Bull
and helped to send the last enemy into a full retreat. He mounted a passing
horse and soon moved out of view down the trail.

“Two bad there were only eight of them,” joked Jeremiah, as the two
men laughed.

“Yeah,” agreed Gray Bull. “We were just getting started. That last guy is
badly wounded and won’t last long. The women are returning. We must
help them and get the horses.”

After the women had been untied and horses regrouped, Gray Bull said
to Jeremiah, “You should take the pony at the back with its packs of food.
You never know when supplies will be needed. I’ll return the women along
with horses and other packs to the village.”

Following long hugs and constant smiles the women started talking
faster than Jeremiah’s language skills could follow. “They say that we are
both brave but I am much better looking,” declared Gray Bull, bringing
laughter from the two men. “The women thank us over and over again for
helping them. We must travel to the Shoshone village.”

“I’ll check on my partners down the trail,” added Jeremiah.
“We will meet again at the trading post or a village,” replied Gray Bull.
“As the riders started moving in different directions, Jeremiah said,

“This has been a good day—what we’ve seen of it.”
“Yes,” agreed Gray Bull. “Now we’ll see what the rest of it looks to be.”
Jeremiah watched the others until they could no longer be seen among

rocks and trees. Left again with the company of the terrain, he mounted his
horse and, leading the supply pony, started traveling northward.

Gathering shadows darkened until the last color drained from the
western sky leaving the route too difficult to follow. After settling the
ponies for the night, Jeremiah kindled a small fire yet kept it hidden among
rocks. He roasted a trout he had stored among his supplies then prepared
tea.



Following the meal, he sipped the tea, enjoying its warmth while flames
sent shadows dancing across bordering rocks. This land is a special place,
he thought. Its stone cliff provides particularly important rock the nations
have long used for making arrow or spear points in addition to tools. For
those who continue to use arrows, Jim Bridger now makes iron arrowheads.
He is a blacksmith and this trade is much in demand by pioneers traveling
by wagon along the Oregon Trail.

Jeremiah let the fire diminish to a few coals as he rested before sleep
brought him to the dawn with its first light in the eastern sky. Feeling an
unexplainable sense of urgency, he started traveling early and by nightfall
was far from the land of warm springs and shooting water.

Always being in the habit of looking after the horses first, he had them
grazing in a meadow beside a stream while he tried fishing in an effort to
save other supplies. In a short time, he had trout for an evening meal
followed again by tea. The feeling of contentment brought by having helped
to rescue the women was lessened by worries he could not shake.

The next morning found him enjoying a meal of beans and coffee. He
was ready to travel by the time the rising sun filled land and sky with hues
of red. This beauty came with a warning. There seemed to be the sounds of
shots coming from the north where the trappers had their central camp.

Realizing the cause of his worries, he pushed the horses onward as
quickly as the terrain could provide a trail. When he approached the area
where the other trappers were to be camped, Jeremiah was warned by the
silence. It became more ominous when he rode into what had been a
welcoming, comfortable place and now he saw the first body then the
others. Markings on a few arrows left behind identified the attackers as
being Blackfoot. Equipment and horses had been taken.

Emptiness remained filled with nothing but a slight movement in brush
next to a ridge of rock. Checking more closely, Jeremiah discovered he had
seen the movement of a man’s arm. The person had been shot and fell out
of view behind brush and rocks. The man was also one of the Blackfoot
attackers. A lead ball had passed through his upper body below a shoulder. I
can fight enemies in battle but not when they are helpless, thought
Jeremiah. I’ll clean and bandage the wound and see what happens
afterward.

While the man was unconscious, Jeremiah worked quickly to clean and
wrap the wound. He also built a large lean-to with a fire in front to provide



warmth in addition to light. Moving the man into a sitting position,
Jeremiah got him conscious enough to drink soup made from pemmican
confiscated after the battle with the Cheyenne.

Days passed while the soup diet continued mixed with a little coffee.
Recovery started to look as a definite possibility.

Pleased with his work and the progress of the wounded man, Jeremiah
sat in the lean-to and rested after a meal of roasted buffalo meat he had
received from Gray Bull. When this guy can be moved, thought Jeremiah, I
want to change the location of this camp. I’ve found a good place where the
two horses can get food and water while at the same time remain hidden in
a valley. I’ll get a new shelter ready for the change of sites. The guy has
been watching me and knows I’m supposed to be his enemy.

With the wounded person loaded onto a travois pulled by the other
horse, Jeremiah rode to the new camp. It was situated in high country with a
valley on one side while the opposite border provided an outlook over
lower ground extending to distant mountains.

The new location is a perfect place to stay for extended time, concluded
Jeremiah. He sat down to rest while sipping tea after a meal of roasted meat
for himself and a meaty stew for the rapidly recovering Blackfoot.  

“Thank you,” said the Blackfoot, speaking for the first time and
shocking Jeremiah.

Struggling to believe what he thought he had just heard, Jeremiah asked,
“You speak English?”

“I work for the Hudson’s Bay Company,” answered the man. “We, the
Blackfoot, also trade with them. You’re not with the Company?”

“No,” replied Jeremiah. “I work with Jim Bridger although our trading
post might not last much longer. We are being attacked by the Mormons.”

“You’re an enemy,” said the man.
“My enemies are not injured people who need help—such as you,”

answered Jeremiah. “The camp you and the others attacked was part of my
trapping group.”

“American traders are enemies,” said the man. “They sell guns to our
other enemies. This trouble started when Americans killed two Blackfoot
near Maria’s River.”

“That was the Lewis and Clark Expedition in 1806,” said Jeremiah.
“You are not an enemy,” said the man. “You have saved my life. I was

ready to die. What are you called?”



“Jeremiah Stone,” he answered.
“I am Red Sky,” said the man.
“We almost met in battle,” said Jeremiah. “Now we meet in a lean-to.”
“I enjoy being alive,” observed Red Sky. “Never thought about enjoying

being alive until I wasn’t alive—or prepared to die. Now I enjoy life—the
sky, this camp, the fire—and an American trapper bringing me food.” Red
Sky smiled slightly.

For the first time, finding himself talking to another person rather than
just considering him a quiet enemy who needed help to stay alive, Jeremiah
added, “The American trapper is going to stop bringing you food as soon as
you get stronger,”

“I’ve only known one friendly American trapper and he brings me food
so I thought that’s what friendly American trappers do,” said Red Sky.

“Friendly American trappers stop bringing food as soon as friendly
Blackfoot get stronger,” countered Jeremiah.

“You help enemies when they are ready to die,” said Red Sky, smiling
again. “When enemies get stronger you help them die.”

“When you get stronger, are you going to be an enemy?” asked
Jeremiah.

“No,” he answered. “I can’t be an enemy of a person who saved my life.
When I get strong, will you go back to being my enemy?”

“No,” replied Jeremiah. “When I saw you wounded I saw only an
injured person.”

“I live twice,” said Red Sky. “Second life is good. I sit beside this fire
and Jeremiah brings me food.”

“No,” he stated. “When Red Sky is strong, he brings Jeremiah food.”
Red Sky laughed for the first time before saying, “Now that’s funny.”
Jeremiah bringing food to a strong Red Sky is also funny,” countered

Jeremiah, laughing.
“Back to work is good,” declared Red Sky. “So are the sky, the land and

this camp. Strange it is that you were at one time an enemy. Wars are only
fought against strangers.”

“You are a joker,” observed Jeremiah. “You’re also smart.”
“You are the same,” replied Red Sky. “Sad to think Blackfoot war

against smart jokers.”
“Sad to think Americans do the same thing,” he stated.



“Someday I hope we all see things more clearly,” concluded Red Sky. “I
have to get working now to become strong again.”

“Good idea,” agreed Jeremiah.
Getting back to normal, the once ailing person regained features of

someone who faced life directly without turning away from hardship. His
look sharpened as he again not only saw the land water and sky but they,
each in their own way, spoke to him. He could see and hear more than most
people.

Red Sky worked at regaining strength while resuming camp activities.
Fresh food supplies became needed and were supplemented by trout along
with a bighorn sheep. Weapons and horses were divided equally leaving
each man with a gun, knife, horse and other supplies.

After each day’s efforts had been completed there was time to rest
beside the fire and enjoy a hot drink such as tea or soup. One evening while
relaxing and watching the fire along with scene beyond, Red Sky said,
“Second life is good. I should soon go back to the first.”

“I must return also,” agreed Jeremiah.
“In my first life,” continued Red Sky, “I was about to have a wife. She

must now think I’m dead. I should go back and try to talk her out of
thinking I’m dead and hopefully stop her from considering marrying
another.”

“You know who you should have for a wife?” asked Jeremiah.
“I know,” he answered. “I worry she might be thinking about others

now that the best man in all this country is dead.”
“She knows the best man in all this country is alive because I’m alive,”

joked Jeremiah.
“I’ll have to make sure she doesn’t meet you,” replied Red Sky

laughing.
“Well,” exclaimed Jeremiah. “You have a wife and a job with the

Hudson’s Bay Company waiting for you. I will go back to Jim Bridger’s
trading post and hope the Mormons have left it where I last saw it.”
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